
Set Up Your Own Rules to Delete or
Organise Email Messages Automatically

We all receive them: email messages we
recognise instantly as junk and have no
intention of reading. Our email programs
obstinately keep them, though, either filing
them away in the Junk folder or delivering
them to the Inbox because they don’t look
like traditional spam.

When you know you won’t want to read
them, wouldn’t it be better just to have them
deleted straight away? That’s what ‘message rules’ can do,
and in this article I’ll explain how they work and how to set
up your own rules.
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This article shows you how to:

� What ‘message rules’ are and how they work

� The benefits of using rules to deal with junk email

� How to set up rules in popular email programs and webmail services
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How Message Rules Can Declutter 
Your Email
All modern email programs and webmail services have built-
in spam filters. As each new email message arrives, the spam
filter examines it to see whether it looks like junk. Among
many other things, the spam filter checks whether the
sender’s address appears in your contacts list or your ‘safe
senders’ list (if it does, the message won’t be classed as
spam), whether the text contains any telltale words and
phrases that denote junk mail, and whether the message
contains any suspicious-looking links or attachments.

The results of this check are straightforward: if it looks like
spam, it’s put into your ‘Junk’ (or ‘Spam’ or ‘Junk Email’)
folder; if it doesn’t, it’s put into your Inbox. To a spam filter,
then, it’s a basic yes-or-no question. But email – like life in
general – is rarely this simple.

To illustrate what I mean, let’s take a few examples:

•   You regularly receive messages offering you a personal
loan, but they all come from different (and probably
invented) email addresses which makes it pointless to
block those addresses. Your spam filter doesn’t recognise
them as junk, so they always land in your Inbox.

•   A particular company has added your email address to
its mailing list and started sending you messages, again
using a different email address every time. The messages
all look legitimate to your spam filter, so you’re left to
delete them from your Inbox.

All email
programs have
spam filters

They don’t catch
everything you
regard as junk

Blocking senders
often doesn’t
help

Some unwanted
messages look
legitimate

With the example above, you might think of looking for
an ‘Unsubscribe’ link in the message. However, unless
the messages are coming from a company you know
and trust, that’s best avoided. Many junk senders use the

!
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•   You occasionally order products from a particular online
store which sends you confirmations, receipts and
delivery notes. You want to continue receiving those,
but the store now sends you frequent marketing
messages and offers. You don’t want to block the store’s
email address, because you’d lose those vital confirm-
ations, but that leaves your Inbox cluttered up with
those unwanted extra messages.

•   Your spam filter is doing its job, and your Junk folder
always gains a few new messages every time you check
your email. But so many of those messages are identical:
wouldn’t it be helpful if such obvious junk could simply
be deleted the moment it arrives?

The solution in each case is to use ‘message rules’. In effect,
a message rule is like having your own customisable spam
filter. Each rule specifies what to look for in a message, such
as particular words in its subject line, and what to do with
the message if those words appear, such as delete it. When
you’ve created a message rule, every message you receive
will be checked against it. You can create as many rules as
you like, each looking out for different criteria to catch
different messages.

Not just junk! Use messages rules to organise
your messages
Probably the most common use of message rules is to get
rid of messages you regard as junk, but it’s not the only use. 
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News and 
offers from an
online store

Junk mail which
could be deleted
instantly?

Use message
rules to root out
unwanted email

Other uses for
message rules

‘Unsubscribe’ link as a way of finding out which of the
addresses in their mailing lists are still active: when you
click the link, you’re proving that you received and
opened the message. That makes you a valuable target,
and your email address may well be added to an updated
list and sold to other companies. 
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Highlight a
message

Forward a
message
Send an 
auto-response
Move it to 
a folder

An automatic
way to organise
your incoming
email

General steps 
for creating a
message rule
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A rule can be set to do a variety of things to messages
besides deleting them, and those can be helpful in managing
and organising your email. Exactly what’s possible depends
on the email program (or webmail service) you use, but here
are a few common examples:

•   You can ‘flag’ a message, marking it as important and
drawing your attention to it when you look at your Inbox.

•   You can have a copy of the message forwarded to
another email address automatically.

•   You can specify that a certain pre-defined reply is sent
to the sender, such as an acknowledgement that you’ve
received the message.

•   You can have the message moved into a particular folder
as soon as it arrives, rather than your Inbox.

The last of those is especially useful for keeping your email
organised. Taking a practical example, let’s say you
subscribe to a regular email newsletter which you like to
keep for future reference. Create a folder named after the
newsletter in your email program, and then set up a message
rule that watches for these newsletters and automatically
moves them into that folder when they arrive. In future,
whenever a newsletter arrives, you’ll see an indication that
this folder contains an unread message, and you can open
the folder to read it.

In a similar way, you can set up rules to organise all sorts
of other messages. Messages from your family could go into
a ‘Family’ folder; messages from online shops you use go
into a ‘Shopping’ folder; those from a club or association
you belong to are moved into their own dedicated folder.

The basics of creating a message rule
As I’ve mentioned, the specifics of setting up a message rule
vary from one email program and webmail service to
another, and I’ll give you the steps to follow for the most
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Specify what the
rule looks for

Choose what
happens to 
these messages

Confirm and save
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popular ones later in this article. However, before you start,
it’s useful to have a general idea of how the process works,
so let’s run through the basics:

1.  Begin by finding and selecting a message upon
which you want to base a new rule. For instance, if
you’re being plagued by messages offering personal
loans and you want to have them all deleted as they
arrive, select one of those messages.

2.  Choose the option to create a new rule based on this
message.

3.  Specify the criteria that this rule should look for –
some aspect of these messages that is always exactly
the same. For example, if the subject line of these
messages always contains the phrase ‘personal loan’,
set the rule to examine the subject line (usually by
ticking a box beside The subject contains or
something similar) and then type the phrase ‘personal
loan’. Or if the messages have various subject lines
but they always come from email addresses ending
with @sharkloans.com, set the rule to examine the
sender’s address and specify ‘@sharkloans.com’.

4.  Choose what should happen to any messages that
meet those criteria. Again you’ll often do this by
ticking a box or picking an item from a drop-down
list, with options such as Delete it or Move it to a
folder. Depending on the action you’ve chosen, there
may be an additional step involved here, such as
selecting a particular folder from your folder list.

5.  Finally, confirm the details of the rule and save it to
your list of message rules. Along the way, you may
be invited to give it a name, so that you can
recognise what it is and why you created it. You may
also have to make the rule ‘active’ (by ticking a box 

:
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Set up your 
rules carefully!

Don’t have
messages deleted
permanently

Be specific with
the criteria

Keep an eye 
on what has
been deleted by
your rules

Beware: traps for the unwary!
The obvious point of message rules is that they do things
for you automatically to save you doing them yourself. Of
course, if you’re not careful, this means they could end up
doing the wrong thing! To avoid problems, keep the
following tips in mind:

•   We’ll start with the most important. Although you may
have the option to ‘permanently delete’ a message as soon
as it arrives, don’t choose that option! You might be keen
to rid yourself of junk, but if this rule were to catch a
legitimate message, you’d never know anything about it!
Instead, settle for having messages moved to your ‘Deleted
Items’ (or equivalent) folder, where you can have a quick
look through them before emptying that folder.

•   Make sure the criteria you set are specific enough to
catch only the messages you intend. If you can quote a
reasonably-long phrase that always appears in the
subject line or the message’s text, for instance, that’s
more reliable than just a word or two. Similarly, if you
can also specify some part of the sender’s address that’s
the same in each message, that reduces the chance of
legitimate messages getting caught by this rule.

•   If you’re using message rules to delete messages, be sure
to check your Deleted Items folder before emptying it,
just in case one of your rules is catching more messages
than it was supposed to. If that does happen, consider
whether you can edit the rule to make it more specific
(as in the tip above). If you can’t, you’ll have to decide
whether it would be more beneficial to disable the rule
or to keep it and put up with its side-effects.

beside it) to specify that your email program should use
it: this allows you to switch off any rule in future
without having to delete it.
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The spam filter
takes priority

Message rules
are applied only
to the Inbox

Specify which
criteria to check

Choose what to
do with these
messages

Create a Message Rule in Microsoft Outlook
Despite its credentials as a professional-level email program,
Microsoft Outlook has an annoying drawback to its Message
Rules feature: it doesn’t process your rules until the spam
filter has done its job. If the spam filter decides a particular
message is junk, it will always be shunted off to your Junk
E-mail folder. Your rules are then applied only to the
remaining messages that land in your Inbox. So, even if
your Junk E-mail folder keeps filling up with identical
messages that are obviously spam, there’s never any point
in creating rules to have them deleted instead.

That rather hobbles Outlook’s Message Rules feature, but
you can still use it to organise messages into folders or to
get rid of unwanted messages that keep ending up in your
Inbox. When you want to create a message rule in Microsoft
Outlook, follow these steps: 

1.  Find and select one of the offending messages in your
Inbox.

2.  On the Home tab of the Ribbon, in the ‘Move’ group,
click the Rules button and then choose Create Rule
from the menu that appears.

3.  This displays the straightforward Create Rule dialog,
pictured in the next screenshot, which has picked up
the details of the email message you selected. In the
upper section of the window, choose what Outlook
should be looking for in your messages. If it should
be looking for messages from this sender, tick the
From box; if it should be looking for messages with
a particular subject line, tick the Subject contains
box and edit the text beside it as needed.

4.  In the lower section of the window, choose what should
happen to messages which meet the criteria you’ve 

:
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    specified above. The only truly practical thing you
can do here is to have the messages moved to a
particular folder, but in most cases that’s exactly
what you want to do, so tick the box beside Move
the item to folder. If you want the messages deleted,
make sure the box to the right shows Deleted Items.
If it doesn’t – or if you want the messages moved to
a different folder – click the Select Folder button,
choose the required folder and then click OK.

5.  At this point, you could simply click OK. A message
would tell you that your rule has been created (to
which you click OK again) and you’re done.
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Alternatively, you can fine-tune the details of this rule by
clicking the Advanced Options button. This opens a Rules
Wizard dialog which offers many more options than the
dialog above over the course of several steps. You can tick
additional criteria and click the blue underlined text to
provide the details of messages to look for, then click Next
and choose what to do with messages that meet those criteria.
Click Next again and you’ll be able to note any situations in
which this rule shouldn’t apply, and in the final step you can
give this rule a recognisable name and click Finish.
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Whenever you want to view or edit the rules you’ve created,
click the Rules button on the Ribbon followed  by Manage
Rules & Alerts. In the dialog that appears, you can click a
rule to read what it does, double-click it to edit it, or remove
the tick beside it to disable it.

Create a Message Rule in Mozilla
Thunderbird
In Thunderbird, message rules are called Message Filters, so
technically you’re setting up a ‘filter’ rather than a ‘rule’.
Here’s how to do it: 

1.  Find a message from which you want to create a
message rule and click it to display the message in
the reading pane.

2.  At the top of the reading pane, alongside From,
right-click the sender’s email address. On the menu
that opens, click Create Filter From. This opens a
dialog titled Filter Rules in which you set up your
message rule.

3.  In the top half of the dialog, start by typing a name
for this rule in the Filter name box - something that
will remind you what
this rule does and why
you created it. Make
sure there’s a tick beside
Getting New Mail, so
that all the messages you now receive will be checked 
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Thunderbird calls
them ‘filters’

Type a name for
the new rule

:
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Specify what 
this rule should
look for

Choose what
happens to these
messages

    against this rule, and that the drop-down list beside
it shows Filter before Junk Classification so that
Thunderbird runs this rule before considering
whether or not a message is spam.

4.  The next job is to specify what Thunderbird should
look for in your messages, such as particular words
in the subject line or in the sender’s address. Open
the drop-down list at the left and choose which
part of the message should be examined, such as
From or Subject. Then open the drop-down list
beside it and choose an option such as is,
contains or starts with. In the text box , type
the text Thunderbird should look for.

1

2

Perhaps you want to specify extra criteria – such as
checking both the ‘From’ address and the ‘Subject’ line.
If so, click the + button and a matching row of
options will appear which you can set up in the same
way. If you do specify two or more criteria, you can
choose whether a message should match all of the criteria
or just a single one using the two options above, Match
all of the following or Match any of the following.

4

5.  The final step is to choose what should happen to
messages that match the conditions you’ve specified.
In the Perform these actions box, use the first drop-
down list to choose an action such as Move Message 

1 2 3

3

4
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Confirm 
and save

How to view and
edit your rules
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Create a Message Rule at Outlook.com
It’s not just email programs that offer a message rules feature.
If you’re using Microsoft’s webmail service, Outlook.com
(www.outlook.com), you can use rules to manage your
messages too. Here’s how:

:

    to or Delete Message. If you’re choosing to delete
the message, there’s nothing more to be done (and
the same applies to some of the other actions). If
you’re choosing to move it to a certain folder, use
the drop-down list beside it to select the folder. (As
when specifying the criteria, if you’d like to carry out
two or more actions on these messages, you can click
the + button to add another action.)

6.  Click the OK button and you’re done. You’ll be
whisked to a Message Filters dialog which lists the
rules you’ve created so far. Close this dialog by
clicking the x button in its top-right corner. 

1.  Find and click an email message on which you want
to base a new message rule so that it appears in the
reading pane. In the header area at the top of the
message, click … at the far-right and choose Create
rule from the menu that opens.

Whenever you want to view or edit the rules you’ve created,
press the key on your keyboard to display Thunderbird’s
menu bar, then open the Tools menu and choose Message
Filters. This reopens the dialog you saw in step 6, listing all
your message rules. Each rule has a checkbox to its right, and
you can disable an unwanted rule by removing its tick. If you
want to fine-tune a rule, to add, remove or alter its criteria or
actions, select it in this list and click the Edit button. 

Alt
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Specify what
Outlook.com
should look for

Create a 
simple ‘move to
folder’ rule

Perhaps you’d like to specify extra criteria, such as
checking for particular words in the body of the
message. If so, click the Add another condition link and
another drop-down list and text box will appear, which
you can use to add the extra details.

2.  This displays the little dialog pictured on the first page
of this article, giving the option to move all future
messages from this sender to a particular folder (such
as the Deleted Items folder to delete them). If that’s
what you’d like to do, open the drop-down list in the
dialog and select the folder, then click OK. You’ll see
a confirmation that the rule was  created, and you can
tick a box to run this rule now (thus moving any
matching messages already in your Inbox to this
folder), then click OK and you’ve finished.

3.  Alternatively, perhaps you want to create a rule that
isn’t based on who the sender is (or is based on other
criteria as well)? If so, click More options in that little
dialog and a larger dialog appears, pictured below.

4.  Despite appearances, the topmost box is the
name of your new rule and you can type something
different here to help you recognise the rule in future.

5.  Below ‘Add a condition’ , open the drop-down
list and choose what Outlook.com should look for,
such as Subject includes or Sender address includes,
then type the text this rule should look for in the box
to the right. (If you type individual words,
Outlook.com will look for messages containing those
words, but not necessarily side-by-side. To specify a
particular phrase, type it in double-quotes:
"exclusive offers".)

1

2
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Choose what
happens to these
messages

Save your rule

How to view and
edit your rules

6.  Below ‘Add an action’ , open the drop-down list
and choose what should happen to messages
meeting the criteria you’ve specified. If you choose
Delete there’s nothing more to do (and the same
applies to several of the other options). If you choose
Move to or Copy to, another box will appear in
which you specify the folder to move or copy
messages into. (As when specifying the criteria, if
you’d like to carry out two or more actions on these
messages, you can click on Add another action to
specify what else should be done.)

7.  Click the Save button at the top and Outlook.com
saves your new rule. The dialog now shows you a list
of all the rules you’ve created, pictured in the
screenshot below. Click the x in the top-right corner
of the dialog to close it and return to your Inbox.

3

4

Whenever you want to see and/or edit your message rules,
click the Settings (cog) icon at the top of Outlook.com.
Choose View all Outlook settings at the bottom of the
menu, then click Email at the far-left and Rules to its right.
For each rule in the list, you can disable it using the switch
to its left, or use the icons to its right to run it now, move
it up or down in the list, edit it or delete it. When you’ve
finished working with rules, click the x in the top-right
corner of the list to close the dialog.

1

4

2

3
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Create a Message Rule at Gmail
Google’s popular Gmail webmail service (www.gmail.com)
also has a message rules feature, although it refers to it as
‘filtering’ messages. Here’s how to use it:

Filter messages 
at Gmail

Filter based on
sender’s address?

1.  Find a message from which you want to create a
message rule and click it to display the message.

2.  At the far-right of the message header, click the
More button (three vertical dots) and choose
Filter messages like this .

1
2

3.  In the panel that appears, pictured opposite, you’ll
see that the sender’s address has been inserted beside
From, so the first question is whether you want to
filter messages based on this address (for instance,

:

1

2
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Choose what
happens to these
messages

Specify what
Gmail should
look for

    to delete all messages from this sender). If you want
to use some other criteria instead, delete this address
to leave the field beside From empty.

4.  You can use the fields below to fine-tune any other
criteria Gmail should look for. You can specify the
name or email address messages are being sent to,
and a word or phrase that appears in the subject
lines of messages. Alongside Has the words you can
specify words that always appear in the message
text, and beside Doesn’t have you can type words
that shouldn’t appear in the text. You can also
specify messages that are greater or less than a
certain size, and tick the Has attachment box if you
want to filter messages containing attachments.
After choosing the criteria Gmail should be watching
for, click the Create filter button .3

5.  This leads to a second panel in which you choose
what should happen to messages that meet the
criteria you’ve just selected. Tick any actions you
want (such as Delete it ), and if necessary
provide extra details from the drop-down list or blue
link beside a ticked option.

4

3
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Save your 
new rule

How to view
your rules

Delete or edit a
message rule

6.  Lastly, click the Create filter button and you’ve
finished. The panel disappears, and from now on,
Gmail will watch for messages that meet your chosen
criteria and carry out the actions you selected on them.

5

Whenever you want to see and/or edit your message rules,
click the Settings (cog) icon near the top-right corner of the
Gmail page and choose Settings from the menu that opens.
On the page that appears, immediately below the large
‘Settings’ heading, click on Filters and blocked addresses.

To delete a message rule you no longer want, click the word
delete to its right, then confirm by clicking OK. To make
changes to one of your rules, click the word edit to its right.
This leads you through the two panels you saw earlier when
creating the rule, with tiny changes: after making any
necessary adjustments to the first panel, specifying the
criteria to look for, click on Continue; then, after making
any changes you like to the actions in the second panel,
click on Update filter.

4

5
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